
Housing ond Property Chomber

Decision with Statement of Reasons of the First-tier Tribunal for Scotland
(Housing and Property Chamber) under Regulation 9 of the Tenancy Deposit
Schemes {Scotland) (Regulations} 201 1 ("the Regulations")

Chamber Ref: FTSIHPC/PR/1 812361

Re: Property at 9 Keillor Steadings, Kettings, Blairgowrie, PH13 9FT ("the
Property")

Parties:

Mrs Beth Stewart, 15 Keathbank Court, Balmoral Road, Blairgowrie, PHI0 7HW
("the Applicant")

Mrs Lynn Coulson, The Old Smithy, Bogside Road, Kirriemuir, DD8 SLZ ("the
Respondent")

Tribunal Members:

Ewan Miller (Legal Member)

Decision

The First-tier Tribunal for Scotland (Housing and Property Chamber) ("the
Tribunal") determined that the Applicant should be granted a payment order
against the Respondent in the sum of THREE HUNDRED POUNDS ([300)
STERLING

Backqround

The Applicant had let the Property from the Respondent and her late husband. The
Applicant alleged that a deposit paid in respect of the Property had not been lodged
timeously within an approved scheme as required by the Regulations. The Applicant
applied to the Tribunal for the matter to be resolved..

The Tribunal had before it the following documentation:-

. The Applicant's application to the Tribunal dated 30 August 2018;
o A copy of the lease of the Property between the parties;
. Bank statements from the Applicant showing sums paid;
o Various copies of emails and general correspondence between the parties.
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The Tribunal held a cMD at Caledonia House, Greenmarket, Dundee on 22 January

2020 at 2pm

The Applicant was neither present nor represented. The Respondent was not

pres.ni'but was represented by her son Alastair Coulson.

Two preliminary matters arose. The application had been raised against John

coulson initially. Unfortunately Mr Coulson snr had died around July 2019 The

Tribunal had previously enquired whether in light of this the Applicant wished to

proceed with ihe application. She had confirmed that she did' The Tribunal was

aware that the property was in the joint names of Mr & Mrs Coulson and the lease

had been granted by both. The Application ought properly to have been raised

against both.

The Tribunal has the power under Rules 31 (death of a party) and 32_(substitution of

a party) of the First-tier Tribunal for Scotland Housing and Property Chamber Rules

of'proceOure 2017 as amended, to bring in or substitute another party. The Tribunal

was of the view that it was appropriate io substitute Mrs Coulson as Respondent on

the basis she ought to have b"en a party throughout and that she now owned the
property outright iollowing the death of her husband. Mr Coulson Jnr, as his mother's

representative accePted this.

on the morning of the Tribunal, the Applicant asked for a postponement. she

indicated that she was fearful of intimidation by the Respondent. The Tribunal was

not of the view that there was any evidence to substantiate this risk. The Respondent

and her son had been courteous in all correspondence. Mr Coulson Snr in his

discussions with the Applicant had always been polite and accommodating with the

Applicant. There was nothing to suggest that anything untoward would occur'

ln addition the cMD had been postponed numerous times previously and the

iiiUri,ri had already indicated it would not countenance a further delay. Whilst the

previous delays *ere not at the behest of the Applicant, the Tribunal did feel the

neeO to press ahead. lt was almost 18 months since the initial application and so the

matter needed to be resolved. Mr Coulson Jnr was had travelled from Belfast for the

hearing at some expense and it would be unfair to him to postpone a mere 3 hours

beforjtne cMD. the points that required to be clarified were primarily for the

Respondent to answer and so there was little or no detriment in continuing to the

Appiicant. She should have asked for a postponement more timeously rather than

with just a few hours to go.

Findings in Fact and Law

The Tribunal found the following facts and law to be established:-

o The Respondent was the owner of the Property;
o The Respondent and her late husband had let the Property to the Applicant

from 21't May 2018 at a rent of t895 per calendar month;



. The lease required payment of two months advance rent;

. The Tribunal found that one month of the advance rent was not truly advance
rent but was, in actuality, a deposit;

o The Applicant had not paid the full deposit that she was obliged to. She had
however paid roughly half - being t445;

o The deposit should have been put in an approved scheme in terms of the
Regulations;

. The Respondent had failed to put the deposit in an approved scheme.

Reasons for the Decision

The Tribunal required to consider three points:-

o Was a deposit required to be paid in terms of the lease?
lf so, how much deposit had, in fact, been paid by the Applicant?

o Assuming a deposit had been paid, what was the appropriate level of penalty?

Was a deposit gavable?

The Tribunal determined that a deposit was due to be paid in terms of the lease. The
lease made no reference to a deposit. lt did, however, make reference to there being
two months "advance rent" payable at the start of the lease. However, the lease
made provision for this advance rent to be used in the same manner as a deposit
and to be offset against any rent unpaid, settling outstanding utilities bills and making
good any damage. ln short the "advance rent" had all the characteristics of a deposit
and was to be used in that manner.

Mr Coulson Jnr submitted that he accepted that the "advance rent" was not all rent.
He accepted that it was partly a deposit and not additional rent that was being
allocated to a future rent payment. The Tribunal was grateful to Mr Coulson Jnr for
his candour and honesty. The Tribunal was of the same view. Simply using a
different name for a deposit does not mean it is not a deposit. Given the mechanics
of the lease it was clear it was to be used and held as a deposit and met the
definition of a deposit as contained in Rule 2 of the Regulations and also the
Housing (Scotland) Act 2006.

From the wording in the lease it appeared that of the two months advance rent, one
month was the monthly rental and the remainder was the deposit. The Tribunal
therefore proceeded on the basis of a deposit of f895.

How much of the deposit had been paid?

The Applicant had, from the outset of the tenancy, been sporadic in payments to the
Respondent. lt was not fully clear how the Respondent had allocated the payments
that had been received from the Applicant had been split between the rent and the
deposit.

The Tribunal noted from accounts that the Applicant provided that she had paid:-

4 April 2018 - t445



22May 2018 - t895
22 June2018 - f100
29 June 2018 - t20O

The Tribunal required to decide how these had been allocated. The Tribunal
determined that the 4 April 2018 payment, given it was paid in advance of the lease
starting, should be viewed as part of the deposit to secure the Property.

The payment of f895 on 22 May 2018 coincided with the start of the tenancy and so
it seemed, on the balance of probabilities, that this was the first monthly rent.

By the time the next payments were received on 22 & 29 June, another month rent
was due. The Tribunal determined that these had required to go towards the rent
then outstanding rather than the deposit element of the advance rent.

The Tribunal noted the terms of an email of 12 July from Mr Coulson Snr to the
Applicant chasing her for arrears. lt stated the remainder of the advanced rent at that
point was t447.50. Although this was slightly more than the 8445 paid, it was
consistent with the allocation made by the Tribunal. There was nothing in the papers
before it to suggest that the Applicant disputed the numbers put forward in the
Respondent's email.

On that basis the deposit paid was taken as f445 by the Tribunal.

Penaltv

Having determined that a deposit existed in terms of the lease and having
established that 8445 had been paid as a deposit, the Tribunal required to determine
the level of penalty.

ln terms of Rule I of the Regulations the Tribunal can impose a penalty up to three
times the amount of the deposit. The Tribunal was of the view that it was only fair
and proportionate to assess that on the basis of the amount actually paid as a
deposit by the Applicant as opposed to the amount specified in the lease.

ln reaching a decision the Tribunal took account the guidance in the case of Jenson
v Fappiano 2015. lt is not an automatic 3x the deposit that should be imposed.
Rather the Tribunal should consider the surrounding circurnstances and overall
behaviour of the Respondent in reaching a fair and proportionate penalty.

The Tribunal considered the matter. Whilst ignorance of the law is no excuse, the
Tribunal noted from Mr Coulson Jnr that the Respondent was not a professional
landlord. They had one other small residential property for let beyond the Property.
The Respondent had not been deliberate in the use of the "advance rentl to subvert
the Regulations. They had been given the style of lease by another landlord and that
provision had been present. They accepted that the advance rent was truly a deposit
and should have been in an approved scheme. They apologised and had taken
steps to ensure any future letting would be in the normal manner. Mr Coulson Snr
had been seriously ill throughout the dispute. He had dealt with the Property rather
than Mrs Coulson prior to his death.



The tribunal considered the overall circumstances. The Tribunal found Mr Coulson
Jnr to be candid and helpful at the CMD. He accepted the fault by his parents and
did not try to argue that there was no deposit. The submissions on behalf of his
mother was credible and the Tribunal did not doubt the facts he narrated. The
Tribunal viewed this as an unfortunate set of circumstances but not one where there
was a deliberate attempt to deny the Applicant of her rights. ln this circumstances a
penalty at the low end of the scale was appropriate. The Tribunal determined to
impose a penalty of f300.

Right of Appeal

ln terms of Section 46 of the Tribunal (Scotland) Act 2014, a party aggrieved by
the decision of the Tribunal may appeal to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland on
a point of law only. Before an appeal can be made to the Upper Tribunal, the
party must first seek permission to appeal from the First-tier Tribunal. That
party must seek permission to appeal within 30 days of the date the decision
was sent to them.
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